The 4nB PMC population consisted of 710 cells; 20 PMC's from one plant and 30 PMC's each from the other 23 plants. Following 3:1 methanol, acetic acid fixation of earheads, the PMC preparations were squashed in acetocarmine. There were no Bs in 37 cells (30 of them from one plant) and there were upto 14 Bs in the rest 673 cells. The Bs were of two types such that there were 60 different combina tions with 0 to 12 standard Bs and 0 to 7 iso Bs. Thus the following account is based on a cell-level analysis.
Results
The B chromosome numbers in the tetraploids are higher than those seen in diploids: in 2nB plants the maximum number of standards and isos together was 8 whereas in the 4nB plants it was 14. Similarly the maximum number of standard Bs was 8 at the 2n level and 12 at the 4n while the maximum number of iso Bs was 4 at the 2n level and 7 at the 4n.
The 4n B plants had higher chiasma frequency per cell per plant than the zero B (sib to 4n plants) as well as non B P1H plants. The cell variance of A chromo some chiasmata was also greater in most 4n B plants compared to the controls (range of A chromosome chiasmata in 4nB was 18 to 32, while in P1H it was 21 to 28).
Effect of B chromosomes on A chromosome chiasmata based on cell level analysis
The zero B cells from the 4n B plants (total 37 PMC's) had a mean chiasma frequency of 24.00 per cell (variance: 4.83). In 4n B cells (673) this value was much higher (P<0.001) at 26.47 per cell (the variance at 7.39 was also higher in 4n B cells). The 200 non B P1H cells had 24.50 chiasmata per cell (variance 4.68; Table  1 ). As the B number increased A chromosome chiasmata also increased. The standard Bs, however, in smaller numbers contributed in a small way to chiasma enhancement and when in higher numbers (i.e., 8 or more) they had a chiasma depressing effect.
Effect of Bs on A chromosome pairing pattern
The tetraploids are characterised by a positive correlation between chiasmata and quadrivalents. This applied both to non B and B containing cells . In cell populations with B chromosomes (standard+iso) as the number of Bs increased the quadrivalents per cell increased (P<0.001), the bivalents per cell decreased (P<0.001), the trivalents per cell increased but not significantly and the univalents per cell decreased (P<0.01; Table 2 ). The higher quadrivalent frequencies in 4n B cells (compared to controls) was confirmed in a regression analysis of variance (F=5.78; P<0.005) and it was not true1 that the regression lines were parallel (F=4.07; P<0.05).
That the rate of increase of quadrivalents was greater in the 4n B cells than in controls indicates a B 1 F test for regression slopes: F=4 .07; P=0.05-0.025. At P=0.025 it might be accepted that the regressions are parallel. A further test comparing the elevation of the line confirmed the difference between the regressions F=7.78; P<0.01. influenced prevalence of partner exchanges. These B associated differences in A chromosome pairing pattern were independent of A chromosome chiasmata (Diagram). Another feature of the comparison between 4n B and non B cells with equal numbers of chiasmata relates to branched multivalent configurations. In non B P1H cells most quadrivalents were of the simple unbranched ring and chain types. While the pattern in zero B cells corresponds to the non B pattern that of the B containing cells is quite different (Figs. 1-4 ). In Table 3 the ratios of branched versus unbranched multivalents in cells of each chiasma class are listed for 4n B and non B P1H cell populations. It is seen that the ratio is in favour of branched multivalents in 4n B cells of all chiasma classes and the converse is the case for P1H cells except for the 28 chiasmata class.
Discussion
In an autotetraploid when on an average a homologue-quartet forms three or four chiasmata the resultant bivalents and quadrivalents are expected in equal frequencies (John and Henderson 1962) provided that one can ignore the branched configurations. However, in non B tetraploids of pearl millet, where quadrivalents outnumbered bivalents, a sizable minority out of total quadrivalents was of branched types (Narasinga Rao and Pantulu 1982) . If bivalents were to be still fewer in the 4n B cells (in a comparison of 4n B and non B cells of equal chiasmata), that would be because B presence facilitates partner exchanges among A chromosomes such that the frequency of branched configurations is much increased in 4n B cells. Such was the pattern observed in the present comparison: at each cell total of A chromo some chiasmata, the ratio of branched to unbranched multivalents was in favour of branched types in 4n B cells while in non B P1H cells the opposite was the case. In addition to chiasma enhancement Bs affected chiasma distribution/location. Such a B affected chiasma distribution, interpreted as B influenced "increase in the activity of more sites of pairing initiation" is,a known feature in some genera (eg. Puschkinia; Barlow and Vosa 1970, and Triticum; Zarchi et al. 1974 ). In the diploid pearl millet a similar B effect on chiasma distribution was demonstrated by Jayalakshmi and Pantulu (1984) .
The present 4n B pearl millet plants present a contrast to other species where Bs are present in polyploids. Macefield and Evans (1976) from their studies on the effect of B chromosomes on meiosis in synthetic autotetraploid Lolium perenne demonstrated that when 4 to 6 Bs were present, bivalent frequency increased and multivalent frequency decreased. They observed that the B chromosomes were responsible for a modification of chromosome associations at meiosis independent of chiasma frequency; and they remarked that 'the functional basis of the B chro mosome effect remains a matter of conjecture '. Murray (1978) who obtained similar results working with Briza species speculated that the Bs have specific pair ing control loci, involved in the prevention of pairing between A and B chromo somes and suggested that these might have a dosage effect leading to suppression of pairing between homoeologous A chromosomes. Gupta (1981) extended this view to account for a B governed increase of bivalents at the expense of multivalents in natural and induced autotetraploids of scurvy-grass. As already stated the present findings are different: among tetraploids of pearl millet there is a B influ enced increase in multivalents, especially branched configurations, which is in dependent of B influenced increase of A chromosome chiasma frequencies. These resuts are predictable from the information available on the effect of B chromosomes on meiosis in diploid pearl millet. In the diploids standard Bs in small numbers and iso Bs increase the A chromosome chiasma frequencies and influence the chiasma distribution (Jayalakshmi and Pantulu 1984) . Similar was the pattern in the tetraploids. Enahanced A chromosome chiasma frequency in 4n B cells was correlated both with standards (in the range 0 to 7) and isos. When there is no dearth of chiasmata, and more sites of pairing initiation become active the end result is the increase in multivalents including the complex types. Though these factors in a small measure are present in (non B) tetraploids of pearl millet (Nara singa Rao and Pantulu 1982) they become more pronounced in the presence of B chromosomes.
Summary
In order to study the meiotic effects of B chromosomes when they are present in a tetraploid background, B chromosomes were introduced into autotetraploid pearl millet by crossing tetraploids with B-carrying triploids. A majority of the eutetraploids in the second generation progeny of this cross had two types of Bs viz., standards and isos, both in varying numbers and present separately or in com bination. As it is not possible to fix a model number to a plant, cell level analyses were carried out. The mean A chromosome chiasmata per cell was higher in the 4n B cell population compared to controls. Within the 4n B cell population those with Bs had more chiasmata than those without Bs. Independent of this effect on A chromosome chiasmata, B chromosomes had a quadrivalent enhancing effect as was evident from regression analyses of variance. It is pointed out that the chro mosome pairing pattern in 4n B plants was as may be predicted. on the basis of information about the effect of Bs on meiosis in diploids.
